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find inspiration and tips for your next trip with lonely planet s collection of 825 travel and guidebooks explore
stories news activities festivals and more from around the world the travel tourism development index ttdi 2024 is
the second edition of an index that evolved from the travel tourism competitiveness index ttci series a flagship
index of the world economic forum that has been in production since 2007 the ttdi is part of the forum s broader
work with industry and government stakeholders to build a for over 30 years wttc has conducted research on the
economic impact of travel tourism in 185 countries and issues such as overcrowding taxation policy making and
many others to raise awareness of the importance of the travel tourism sector as one of the world s largest
economic sectors now boarding faces places and trends shaping tourism in 2024 global travel is back and buzzing
the amount of travel fell by 75 percent in 2020 however travel is on its way to a full recovery by the end of 2024
more regional trips an emerging population of new travelers and a fresh set of destinations are powering steady
spending in un tourism is the un agency that promotes responsible sustainable and universally accessible tourism
learn about its events initiatives insights and news on tourism trends challenges and opportunities find reports on
the economic environmental and social impacts of travel tourism in 185 economies 82 cities and 26 regions
worldwide explore insights on topics such as artificial intelligence sustainability diversity and retail tourism
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flagship index of the world economic forum that has been in production since 2007 the ttdi is part of the forum s
broader work with industry and government stakeholders to build a
world travel tourism council wttc travel tourism Feb 29 2024 for over 30 years wttc has conducted research on the
economic impact of travel tourism in 185 countries and issues such as overcrowding taxation policy making and
many others to raise awareness of the importance of the travel tourism sector as one of the world s largest
economic sectors
the state of tourism and hospitality 2024 travel logistics Jan 30 2024 now boarding faces places and trends
shaping tourism in 2024 global travel is back and buzzing the amount of travel fell by 75 percent in 2020 however
travel is on its way to a full recovery by the end of 2024 more regional trips an emerging population of new
travelers and a fresh set of destinations are powering steady spending in
un tourism bringing the world closer Dec 29 2023 un tourism is the un agency that promotes responsible
sustainable and universally accessible tourism learn about its events initiatives insights and news on tourism trends
challenges and opportunities
research insights hub world travel tourism council Nov 27 2023 find reports on the economic environmental and
social impacts of travel tourism in 185 economies 82 cities and 26 regions worldwide explore insights on topics such
as artificial intelligence sustainability diversity and retail tourism
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